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Preface
Irrespective of whether you're a systems administrator or developer, if you're sick and tired  
of repetitive manual work and don't know whether you may dare to reboot your server,  
it's time for you to get your infrastructure automated.

This book has all the required recipes to configure, deploy, and scale your servers  
and applications, irrespective of whether you manage five servers, 5,000 servers,  
or 500,000 servers.

It is a collection of easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes showing you how to solve  
real-world automation challenges. Learn techniques from the pros and make sure  
you get your infrastructure automation project right the first time.

This book takes you on a journey through the many facets of Chef. It teaches you simple 
techniques as well as full-fledged real-world solutions. By looking at easily digestible examples, 
you'll be able to grasp the main concepts of Chef, which you'll need to automate your own 
infrastructure. Instead of wasting time trying to get the existing community cookbooks running  
in your environment, you'll get ready-made code examples to get you started.

After describing how to use the basic Chef tools, the book shows you how to troubleshoot  
your work and explains the Chef language. Then, it shows you how to manage users, 
applications, and your whole Cloud infrastructure. The book concludes by providing you  
with additional, indispensable tools, and giving you an in-depth look into the Chef ecosystem.

Learn the techniques of the pros by walking through a host of step-by-step guides to solve  
your real-world infrastructure automation challenges.

What this book covers
Chapter 1, Chef Infrastructure, helps you to get started with Chef. It explains some key 
concepts, such as cookbooks, roles, and environments, and shows you how to use some  
basic tools like the Chef development kit (ChefDK), such as Git, knife, chef shell, Vagrant,  
and Berkshelf.
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Chapter 2, Evaluating and Troubleshooting Cookbooks and Chef Runs, is all about getting  
your cookbooks right. It covers logging and debugging as well as the why run mode, and 
shows you how to develop your cookbooks totally test driven.

Chapter 3, Chef Language and Style, covers additional Chef concepts, such as attributes, 
templates, libraries, and even Light Weight Resource Providers. It shows you how to use  
plain old Ruby inside your recipes and ends with writing your own Ohai and knife plugins.

Chapter 4, Writing Better Cookbooks, shows you how to make your cookbooks more flexible. 
It covers ways to override attributes, use data bags and search, and to make your cookbooks 
idempotent. Writing cross-platform cookbooks is covered as well.

Chapter 5, Working with Files and Packages, covers powerful techniques to manage 
configuration files, and install and manage software packages. It shows you how to install 
software from source and how to manage whole directory trees.

Chapter 6, Users and Applications, shows you how to manage user accounts, securing  
SSH and configuring sudo. Then, it walks you through installing complete applications,  
such as nginx, MySQL, WordPress, Ruby on Rails, and Varnish. It ends by showing you  
how to manage your own OS X workstation with Chef.

Chapter 7, Servers and Cloud Infrastructure, deals with networking and applications spanning 
multiple servers. You'll learn how to create your whole infrastructure using Chef provisioning. 
Then it shows you how to set up high-availability services and load-balancers, and how to 
monitor your whole infrastructure with Nagios. Finally, it'll show you how to manage your 
Amazon EC2 Cloud with Chef.

What you need for this book
To run the examples in this book, you'll need a computer running OS X or Ubuntu Linux 14.04. 
The examples will use Sublime Text (http://www.sublimetext.com/) as the editor. Make 
sure you configured Sublime text command-line tool subl to follow along smoothly.

It helps if you have Ruby 2.1.0 with bundler (http://bundler.io/) installed on your system 
as well.

Who this book is for
This book is for system engineers and administrators who have a fundamental understanding 
of information management systems and infrastructure. It helps if you've already played 
around with Chef; however, this book covers all the important topics you will need to know.  
If you don't want to dig through a whole book before you can get started, this book is for you, 
as it features a set of independent recipes you can try out immediately.

http://www.sublimetext.com/
http://bundler.io/
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Sections
In this book, you will find several headings that appear frequently (Getting ready, How to do 
it…, How it works…, There's more…, and See also).

To give clear instructions on how to complete a recipe, we use these sections as follows:

Getting ready
This section tells you what to expect in the recipe and describes how to set up any software  
or preliminary settings required for the recipe.

How to do it…
This section contains the steps required to follow the recipe.

How it works…
This section usually consists of a detailed explanation of what happened in the previous section.

There's more…
This section consists of additional information about the recipe in order to make the reader 
more knowledgeable about the recipe.

See also
This section provides helpful links to other useful information for the recipe.

Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of text styles that distinguish between different kinds of 
information. Here are some examples of these styles and an explanation of their meaning.

Code words in text, database table names, folder names, filenames, file extensions, pathnames, 
dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles are shown as follows: "The omnibus installer will 
download Ruby and all required Ruby gems into /opt/chef/embedded."
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A block of code is set as follows:

name "web_servers"
description "This role contains nodes, which act as web servers"
run_list "recipe[ntp]"
default_attributes 'ntp' => {
  'ntpdate' => {
    'disable' => true
  }
}

When we wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines  
or items are set in bold:

name "web_servers"
description "This role contains nodes, which act as web servers"
run_list "recipe[ntp]"
default_attributes 'ntp' => {
  'ntpdate' => {
    'disable' => true
  }

}

Any command-line input or output is written as follows:

mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ knife role from file web_servers.rb

New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, for 
example, in menus or dialog boxes, appear in the text like this: "Open http://requestb.in  
in your browser and click on Create a RequestBin."

Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this  
book—what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is important for us as it helps us  
develop titles that you will really get the most out of.

http://requestb.in
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To send us general feedback, simply e-mail feedback@packtpub.com, and mention  
the book's title in the subject of your message.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or 
contributing to a book, see our author guide at www.packtpub.com/authors.

Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you to 
get the most from your purchase.

Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. 
If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—we would be 
grateful if you could report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers from frustration 
and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please report them 
by visiting http://www.packtpub.com/submit-errata, selecting your book, clicking on 
the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are 
verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will be uploaded to our website or 
added to any list of existing errata under the Errata section of that title.

To view the previously submitted errata, go to https://www.packtpub.com/books/
content/support and enter the name of the book in the search field. The required 
information will appear under the Errata section.

Piracy
Piracy of copyrighted material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media.  
At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come 
across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, please provide us with  
the location address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected  
pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors and our ability to bring you valuable content.

Questions
If you have a problem with any aspect of this book, you can contact us at questions@
packtpub.com, and we will do our best to address the problem.

www.packtpub.com/authors
http://www.packtpub.com/submit-errata
https://www.packtpub.com/books/content/support
https://www.packtpub.com/books/content/support
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1
Chef Infrastructure

"What made Manhattan Manhattan was the underground infrastructure, that 
engineering marvel."

                                                                                                  Andrew Cuomo

A well-engineered infrastructure builds the basis for successful companies. In this chapter,  
we will see how to set up the infrastructure around Chef as the basis of your infrastructure  
as code. We'll cover the following recipes in this chapter:

 f Using version control
 f Installing the Chef development kit on your workstation
 f Using the hosted Chef platform
 f Managing virtual machines with Vagrant
 f Creating and using cookbooks
 f Inspecting files on your Chef server with knife
 f Defining cookbook dependencies
 f Managing cookbook dependencies with Berkshelf
 f Downloading and integrating cookbooks as vendor branches into your Git repository
 f Using custom knife plugins
 f Deleting a node from the Chef server
 f Developing recipes with local mode
 f Using roles
 f Using environments
 f Freezing cookbooks
 f Running Chef client as a daemon
 f Using chef-shell
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Introduction
This chapter will cover the basics of Chef, including common terminology, workflow practices, 
and various tools that work in accordance with Chef. We will explore version control using Git, 
walk through working with community cookbooks, and running those cookbooks on your own 
servers, so that you can configure them in the way you need them.

First, let's talk about some important terms used in the Chef universe.

A cookbook is a collection of all the components needed to change something on a server, 
such as installing MySQL, the most important one being recipes, which tell Chef which 
resources you want to configure on your host.

You need to deploy cookbooks to the nodes that you want to change. Chef offers multiple 
ways for this task. Most probably, you'll use a central Chef server. You can either run your  
own server or sign up for hosted Chef.

The Chef server is the central registry, where each node needs to be registered. The Chef 
server distributes the cookbooks you uploaded to it, to your nodes.

Knife is Chef's command-line tool to interact with the Chef server. You run it on your local 
workstation and use it to upload cookbooks and manage other aspects of Chef.

On your nodes, you need to install Chef client—the part that retrieves the cookbooks  
from the Chef server and executes them on the node.

In this chapter, we'll see the basic infrastructure components of your Chef setup at work and 
learn how to use the basic tools. Let's get started by taking a look at how to use Git as  
a version control system for your cookbooks.

Using version control
Do you manually back up every file before you change it? And do you invent creative file name 
extensions such as _me and _you when you try to collaborate a file? If you answer yes to any 
of these, it's time to rethink your processes.

A version control system (VCS) helps you stay sane when dealing with important files and 
collaborating with them.

Using version control is a fundamental part of any infrastructure automation. There are 
multiple solutions (some free, some paid) to manage source version control, including Git, 
SVN, Mercurial, and Perforce. Due to its popularity among the Chef community, we will be 
using Git. However, you could easily use any other version control system with Chef.
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Don't even think about building your infrastructure as code without 
using a version control system to manage it!

Getting ready
You'll need Git installed on your local workstation. Either use your operating system's package 
manager (such as Apt on Ubuntu or Homebrew on OS X), or simply download the installer from 
www.git-scm.org.

Git is a distributed version control system. This means that you don't necessarily need a central 
host to store your repositories. However, in practice, using GitHub as your central repository has 
proven to be very helpful. In this book, I'll assume that you're using GitHub. Therefore, you need 
to go to www.github.com and create an (free) account to follow the instructions given in this 
book. Make sure that you upload your Secure Shell (SSH) key by following the instructions at 
https://help.github.com/articles/generating-ssh-keys, so that you're able to 
use the SSH protocol to interact with your GitHub account.

As soon as you have created your GitHub account, you should create your repository by  
visiting https://github.com while you're still logged in and using chef-repo as  
the repository name.

Make sure you have wget installed on your local workstation, in order to be able to download 
the required files from public servers.

How to do it...
Before you can write any cookbooks, you need to set up your initial Git repository on your 
development box. Chef Software, Inc. provides an empty Chef repository to get you started. 
Let's see how you can set up your own Chef repository with Git, using Chef's skeleton.

1. Download Chef's skeleton repository as a tarball:
mma@laptop $ wget http://github.com/chef/chef-repo/tarball/master

...TRUNCATED OUTPUT...

2014-11-30 22:00:43 (1.30 MB/s) - 'master' saved [9309/9309]

2. Extract the downloaded tarball:
mma@laptop $ tar xzvf master

3. Rename the directory:
mma@laptop:~ $ mv opscode-chef-repo-* chef-repo

www.git-scm.org
www.github.com
https://help.github.com/articles/generating-ssh-keys
https://github.com
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4. Change to your newly created Chef repository:
mma@laptop:~ $ cd chef-repo/

5. Initialize a fresh Git repository:
mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git init .

Initialized empty Git repository in /Users/mma/work/chef-repo/.
git/

6. Connect your local repository to your remote repository on github.com. Make sure to 
replace mmarschall with your own GitHub username:
mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git remote add origin git@github.
com:mmarschall/chef-repo.git

7. Configure Git with your user name and e-mail address:
mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git config --global user.email "you@
example.com"

mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git config --global user.name "Your Name"

8. Add and commit Chef's default directory structure:
mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git add .

mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git commit -m "initial commit"

[master (root-commit) 6148b20] initial commit
 11 files changed, 545 insertions(+), 0 deletions(-)
 create mode 100644 .gitignore
...TRUNCATED OUTPUT...
create mode 100644 roles/README.md

9. Push your initialized repository to GitHub. This makes it available to all your co-
workers to collaborate on:

mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git push -u origin master

...TRUNCATED OUTPUT...
To git@github.com:mmarschall/chef-repo.git
 * [new branch]      master -> master

How it works...
You have downloaded a tarball containing Chef's skeleton repository. Then, you initialized 
chef-repo and connected it to your own repository on GitHub.
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After that, you added all the files from the tarball to your repository and committed them.  
This makes Git track your files and the changes you make later.

Finally, you pushed your repository to GitHub, so that your co-workers can use your code too.

There's more...
Let's assume you're working on the same chef-repo repository, together with your co-
workers. They cloned your repository, added a new cookbook called other_cookbook, 
committed their changes locally, and pushed their changes back to GitHub. Now, it's time  
for you to get the new cookbook downloaded on to your own laptop.

Pull your co-workers' changes from GitHub. This will merge their changes into your local copy 
of the repository. Use the pull subcommand:

mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ git pull --rebase

From github.com:mmarschall/chef-repo
 * branch            master     -> FETCH_HEAD
...TRUNCATED OUTPUT...
create mode 100644 cookbooks/other_cookbook/recipes/default.rb

In case of any conflicting changes, Git will help you merge and resolve them.

See also
 f Learn about Git basics at http://git-scm.com/videos

 f Walk through the basic steps using GitHub at https://help.github.com/
categories/54/articles

 f You'll use more Git features in the Downloading and integrating cookbooks as  
vendor branches into your Git repository recipe in this chapter

Installing the Chef development kit on your 
workstation

If you want to use Chef, you'll need to install the Chef development kit (DK) on your local 
workstation first. You'll have to develop your configurations locally and use Chef to distribute 
them to your Chef server.

http://git-scm.com/videos
https://help.github.com/categories/54/articles
https://help.github.com/categories/54/articles
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Chef provides a fully packaged version, which does not have any external prerequisites. This 
fully packaged Chef is called the omnibus installer. We'll see how to use it in this section.

How to do it...
Let's see how to install the Chef DK on your local workstation using Chef's omnibus installer:

1. Download the Chef DK for your specific workstation platform from https://
downloads.chef.io/chef-dk/ and run the installer.

2. Verify that Chef installed all the required components:
mma@laptop:~ $ chef verify
...TRUNCATED OUTPUT...
Verification of component 'rubocop' succeeded.
Verification of component 'kitchen-vagrant' succeeded.
Verification of component 'chefspec' succeeded.
Verification of component 'berkshelf' succeeded.
Verification of component 'fauxhai' succeeded.
Verification of component 'test-kitchen' succeeded.
Verification of component 'package installation' succeeded.
Verification of component 'chef-dk' succeeded.
Verification of component 'knife-spork' succeeded.
Verification of component 'chef-client' succeeded.

3. Add the newly installed Ruby to your path:

mma@laptop:~ $ echo 'export PATH="/opt/chefdk/embedded/bin:$PATH"' 
>> ~/.bash_profile && source ~/.bash_profile

You may not want to use (and don't have to use) ChefDK's Ruby, especially 
if you are a Rails Developer.
If you're happily using your Ruby rvm, or rbenv environment, you can 
continue to do so. Just ensure that the ChefDK-provided applications 
appear first in your PATH, before any gem-installed versions, and you're 
good to go.

How it works...
The omnibus installer will download Ruby and all required Ruby gems into /opt/chefdk.

See also
 f Find detailed instructions for OS X, Linux, and Windows at https://learn.chef.io

 f Find ChefDK on GitHub at https://github.com/opscode/chef-dk

https://downloads.chef.io/chef-dk/
https://downloads.chef.io/chef-dk/
https://learn.chef.io
https://github.com/opscode/chef-dk 
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Using the hosted Chef platform
If you want to get started with Chef right away (without the need to install your own Chef 
server) or want a third party to give you a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for your Chef server, 
you can sign up for hosted Chef by Chef Software, Inc. Chef Software, Inc. operates Chef as a 
cloud service. It's quick to set up and gives you full control, using users and groups to control 
the access permissions to your Chef setup. We'll configure knife, Chef's command-line tool to 
interact with hosted Chef, so that you can start managing your nodes.

Getting ready
Before being able to use hosted Chef, you need to sign up for the service. There is a free 
account for up to five nodes.

Visit http://manage.chef.io/signup and register for a free trial or a free account.

I registered as the user webops with an organization short name of awo.

After registering your account, it is time now to prepare your organization to be used with  
your chef-repo repository.

How to do it...
Carry out the following steps in order to interact with the hosted Chef:

1. Create the configuration directory for your Chef client on your local workstation:
mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ mkdir .chef

2. Navigate to http://manage.chef.io/organizations. After logging in,  
you can start downloading your validation keys and configuration file.

3. Select your organization to be able to see its contents using the web UI.

http://manage.chef.io/signup
http://manage.chef.io/organizations
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Regenerate the validation key for your organization and save it as <your-
organization-short-name>-validator.pem in the chef directory  
inside your chef-repo repository.

4. Generate the knife config and put the downloaded knife.rb into the .chef 
directory inside your chef-repo directory, as well. Make sure you have downloaded 
your user's private key from https://www.chef.io/account/password and 
replace webops with the username you chose for hosted Chef, and awo with the 
short name you chose for your organization:
current_dir = File.dirname(__FILE__)
log_level                :info
log_location             STDOUT
node_name                "webops"
client_key               "#{current_dir}/webops.pem"
validation_client_name   "awo-validator"
validation_key           "#{current_dir}/awo-validator.pem"
chef_server_url          "https://api.chef.io/organizations/awo"
cache_type               'BasicFile'
cache_options( :path => "#{ENV['HOME']}/.chef/checksums" )
cookbook_path            ["#{current_dir}/../cookbooks"]

Take a look at the following code:
.chef/*.pem

.chef/encrypted_data_bag_secret

You should add the preceding code to your .gitingore file 
inside chef-repo to avoid your credentials from ending up in 
your Git repository.

5. Use knife to verify that you can connect to your hosted Chef organization. It should 
only have your validator client, so far. Instead of awo, you'll see your organization's 
short name:

mma@laptop:~/chef-repo $ knife client list

awo-validator

https://www.chef.io/account/password
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How it works...
Hosted Chef uses two private keys (called validators):

 f one for the organization

 f one for every user.

You need to tell knife where it can find these two keys in your knife.rb file.

The following two lines of code in your knife.rb file tell the knife about which organization  
to use and where to find its private key. The validation_key is used to allow new clients  
to authenticate the Chef server before getting their own Client key:

validation_client_name   "awo-validator"
validation_key           "#{current_dir}/awo-validator.pem"

The following line of code in your knife.rb file tells the knife where to find your users'  
private key. It is used by your local workstation to authenticate the Chef server:

client_key               "#{current_dir}/webops.pem"

Also, the following line of code in your knife.rb file tells knife that you are using hosted 
Chef. You will find your organization name as the last part of the URL:

chef_server_url          "https://api.chef.io/organizations/awo"

Using the knife.rb file and your two validators knife, you can now connect to your 
organization hosted by Chef Software, Inc.

You do not need your own self-hosted Chef server, nor do you need to use Chef client local 
mode in this setup.

There's more...
This setup is good for you if you do not want to worry about running, scaling, and updating 
your own Chef server and if you're happy with saving all your configuration data in the Cloud 
(under the control of Chef Software, Inc.).

If you need to have all your configuration data within your own network 
boundaries, you can install Chef server on premises by choosing "ON 
PREMISES CHEF" at https://www.chef.io/chef/choose-
your- version/ or install the Open Source version of Chef server 
directly from GitHub at https://github.com/chef/chef.

https://www.chef.io/chef/choose-your- version/
https://www.chef.io/chef/choose-your- version/
https://github.com/chef/chef

